
Why to Choose AVG Internet Security 2020 Over Any Other 

Antivirus Brands? 

 

In the technologically advancing world, absolutely everyone 

who has incorporated his virtual existence into his daily 

lifestyles is acquainted with the impediments in terms of 

adverse programs, designed to trammel the safe and 

convenient use of computers and related technology, and with 

specific anti-malware products from cyber security industry 

that clean these obstacles from www.avg.com/retail. 

 

Today, multiple companies had been aiming at the 

development of security packages as malware protection has 

end up vital for system customers and therefore one of the 

best-selling gadgets in the software market. AVG, with the aid 

of Symantec, is among those who had taken component in this 
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marketing campaign in the course of initial stages, and on 

account that then it has been making exquisite strides. 

 

Why AVG Internet Security? 

 

AVG researchers and analysts regularly have a look at malware 

reviews that are sent by way of AVG safety applications 

established on tens of millions of consumer devices. The lively 

efforts for detailed look at of malware help in detecting the 

development inside the operations of malicious packages and 

also in expecting the viable adjustments that may be done. 

Following those endeavors the countermeasure era of 

avg.com/retail is more desirable and tens of millions of hooked 

up programs are furnished with updates and security patches. 

 

• Award-triumphing Technology 

 

Because of its lengthy crusade against cyber-attacks, AVG 

Support USA has obtained acclamation from many impartial 

antivirus rating agencies that behavior assessments and 

evaluate counter-chance applications of various makers to 

deduce how well a particular antivirus works. AV-Comparatives 
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and AV-Test are such corporations, renowned as the security 

industry requirements for impartial performance checks. Both 

these corporations have praised AVG Products with their 

certificates, as AV-Test awarded the Best Protection award to 

AVG Security and the innovation award to AVG Mobile Security. 

The antivirus maker has also got extra PC Magazine Editors’ 

Choice Awards than any other security products maker. 

 

• Comprehensive solutions 

 

The anti-virus generation of AVG Technical Support has 

definitions of all varieties of harmful programs and due 

countermeasures for them. The far off servers often ship 

updates to innumerable, established AVG applications every 

time development group of workers adds new details, 

regarding malware protection, to the servers. Each and every 

www.avg.com/retail product comes with the definitions of 

adware, ransomware, bots, viruses, worms, Trojan horses, and 

so forth. The counter-threat applications also comprise the 

countermeasures for malware assisting tools, consisting of 

exploits, FUD (Fully Undetectable) tools, down loaders, and 

Droppers. AVG antivirus applications block any sort of interface 

between malware or its helping software program, and a 

system device which prevents cyber threats from abusing any 
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shortcoming in terms of security faults of operating gadget (OS) 

or mounted software program and therefore from infecting the 

device. 

 

• Secure Online Transactions 

 

AVG makes use of sturdy encryption algorithms to code 

banking and other sensitive details of a user to safely switch 

them thru a network. The coded records is decrypted at the 

vacation spot to make sure 0 get admission to of the important 

info even supposing the cyber criminals manage to attain them 

at the same time as their transmission. 

 

• Kids’ Online Safety 

 

AVG Antivirus protects the on-line reputation of kids by 

providing parental controls the usage of which a user can tune 

the on-line activities done by children. The tool facilitates dad 

and mom in teaching proper on-line behavior to their children. 

It additionally assists with developing a proper stability 

between the time spent by children on line and offline. The 



easy-to-use device known as AVG Family Premier notifies you 

of on-line activities that your youngsters get engaged in. 

 

• One Solution for Multiple Devices 

 

Using AVG antivirus a user can defend his multiple devices 

primarily based on Windows, Android, Mac, and iOS. 

avg.com/activate antivirus informs the consumer of volatile 

Android apps that can damage a Smartphone. AVG products 

work properly with Windows XP, Vista, 7, eight, eight.1, and 10. 

Android 4.0.3 and later variations are also supported. For iOS, 

its version 8 and later versions and for Mac, both contemporary 

and previous versions of OS X are supported. 

 

• Cloud Storage 

 

AVG affords secure cloud garage facility; it routinely saves 

photos, music, movies, and files to prevent their loss against 

difficult drive damages and the attacks of harmful programs. It 

gives 25 GB of storage and the capability to add more at a 

nominal price. 
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In addition to the above-mentioned security tools, 

avg.com/registration additionally separately offers laptop 

utilities that help you in keeping a healthier PC. The tools may 

be used to smooth junk documents and therefore accelerate 

the PC, to keep digital privacy, to recover damaged and deleted 

documents from a hard pressure, fix commonplace troubles 

and mistakes and consequently optimize the computer system. 

With so many protective functions and computer preservation 

gear AVG has set up itself as one of the most tremendous 

safety applications. 
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